This vest was made from 1
Pashmina scarf.
Please note: width of
scarf must be half of your
fullest hip measurement
plus at least 2”. Side
opening can be made
higher if room is needed
but it won’t look great if
there is to much gap.
Length can be determine
by how long you want the
vest.
Pictured: this
scarf was perfect
as a reversible
vest. Both sides
are beautiful. No
facings were
used. The neck
has fold over
braid as the finished edge. The
seams were
turned under and
stitched down.
Be sure and test stitch and quality of scarf before you start.

Lay out:
Cutting the high jewel neck on pattern. Place front on selvage edge, using it for the finish. Place back on folded edge. Determine desired length
and place patterns evenly so bottoms match. **Measure from side
marked point to bottom on both to be sure bottom is matching on front and
back.

Selvage

Measure from marked points to bottom

Fold
Except for this neckline, the construction is the same as “Off Sides” pattern
from All Dunn Designs. There is no facing on mine but, if needed, you can
use a different fabric for a facing. Information is in pattern for cutting and
sewing a facing. ** Shoulders are stitch together.
NECKLINE:
 Stay stitch around neck being careful not to
distort or stretch the delicate fabric.
 Trim neck seam allowance close to stay
stitching line.
 Turn under raw edge of fold-over braid (a
patch of fusible web on each end can be
helpful for control)
 Fold braid over neck raw edge matching
end of braid to center front.
 Topstitch braid to neck.
 Stitch side seams same as pattern or you
may use a braid over the seams and stitch
flat.
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